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UOP tackles alcohol issues
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prevention through various programs.
By Ben Goorin
Judy Chambers, vice president of
Mews Editor
student life, is confident that the Uni
As drinking becomes more and versity is capable of meeting the cur
more accepted across the nation, on rent challenges which face a "wet"
television, and thoughout college college campus. "What the University
campuses, so does the realization that is doing toeducate and protect students
alcohol is America's number one drug from the dangers of alcohol abuse is
problem. This country spends $50 done through the R.O.A.D. Program."
Responsible Options to Alcohol and
Billion a year on alcohol andmore than
10 million Americans are alcoholics, Drugs (R.O.A.D) is a program dedi
about 1 in 10 drinkers. One half of all cated to helping students with alcohol
or other drug problems and provide
traffic deaths are related to alcohol.
People drink for different reasons, alternatives to those who wish to cut
and according to a UOP survey con down on substance use. The R.O.A.D.
ducted last spring, 69.5% of students Crew has goals of providing alcoholdrink for sociability, 49.1% for the free activities every Friday and Satur
enjoyment of taste, 19.7% to relieve day night, and hopes to plan road trips
fatigue or anxiety, 11.3% to get drunk, throughout the semester. Randy
6.7% as an aid in forgetting disappoint Haveson, coordinator of the program,
ments, 3.7% to relax while studying, is recruiting students interested in cre
ating a general awareness regarding
and 3.0% for aches and pains.
There is no doubt that alcohol plays responsible drinking. "I do not want to
a major function in the social lives of make this a dry campus,"saysHaveson,
many students and faculty at UOP. For "I want people to understand that it is
most people, casual consumption can possible to have fun without getting
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a campus-wide block party, red-ribbon
wearing, and a mock-tail contest. A
lecture series w ill be given by Haveson
on the alcohol in the family andhow to
know if you or somebody you know
has a drinking problem.
TheCovell Health Center is another
source of help and information re
garding alcohol and other drug con
cerns. The Student Health Advisory
Committee (SHAC) is a support group
interested in educating the campus on
health related issues. Laura Weubbe,
chairperson of the group, wants the
entire campus to know that there are
places to go for help. "We are an
information source, concerned about

toasted."
The offices of student life is
problems.
The University, through its Student sponsoring Alcohol Awareness Week,
Life Division, has established a Uni Oct 15-19, of which Haveson and his
versity Substance Abuse Committee "Crew "will play a crucial role. "It is
which meets every week to evaluate vitalyimportantthatareasofthecampus
presentcampusneeds. Thecommittee, work together to have one alcohol
made upof deans, faculty,and students awareness week,"saysHaveson. Many
conduct research, promote awareness, activities for the week have been
set policy, and provide education and planned including mock A. A. meetings,

be controlled, but for others it presents

Greek Week ends with a splash

living,"says Weubbe.
According to a UOP survey con
ducted by the Substance Abuse Com
mittee in the Spring of 1990whichasks
students if they are ever worried about
becoming dependent on alcoholic
beverages, 65.2% say never, 22.8%
seldom do, 9.6% occasionally do, and
2.4% frequenty worry about becoming
dependent. For most students at UOP,
54.7%, feel thatan occasional"drunk"
is okay as long as it doesn't interfere
with studies or other responsibilities.
In terms of alcohol use, 23.95% indi
cated that on two or more occasions
during the last two weeks they have
had five or more drinks at a sitting.
The survey also reports that most

(See ALCOHOL, page 2)

Cocaine New look for UOP
campus
trial
underway

Phi Mu Alpha/Delta Gamma, Alpha Chi Omega overall winners
By Gail Pubols
Assistant News Editor
Greek Weekended lastSunday with
a splash, as Delta Gamma's Anchor
Splash philanthropy wrapped up the
event-full week.
The philanthropy, designed to raise
money forsight preservation and aid to
the blind, featured swimming races,
mens' synchronized swimming, and
the Mr. Anchor Splash competition.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon won the
overall Anchor Splash competition for
the second year in a row. For living
groups, John Ballantine captured the
first place trophy. SigmaAlphaEpsilon
placed first for fraternities. Alpha Chi
Omega won the inter-sorority compe
tition, according to Anchor Splash co
ordinator Sarah Fosberg.
Phi DeltaTheta's "Darkman" Marty

"It was a lot of fun
and brought my
fraternity together
as a team."
-Pete Nicholson
Phi Mu Alpha President
Hall was originally named this year's
Mr. Anchor Splash after a skit of fighting
with arch enemies Warren Tom and Jay
Hickingbotham and saving Tri-Delta
President Jenna Beard from mock-

Phi Delta Theta's "Darkman," Marty Hall makes a scene at Anchor
Splash.
Anchor Splash raised between three
drowning.
and
four thousand dollars
for Delta
However, after much confusion in
Gamma's
philanthropy.
the tallying booths, Delta Gamma de
Greek Week asa whole was won by
termined thatSouth/West Hall, not Phi
Alpha
Chi Omega and Delta Gamma
DeltaTheta.hadraisedthemostmoney
sororities,
and Phi Mu Alpha for
for
(accounting for 50percent of judging).
fraternities.
Therefore, South/West can claim the
Phi Mu Alpha president Pete
title of Mr. Anchor Splash this year.
Nicholson
thought the week brought
This information was not made public
the Greek system together well. "It was
until yesterday.
The men of Archaniaplaced first in a lot of fun and brought my fraternity
synchronized swimming, performing together as a team...we also got to
know guys in other houses...it [Greek
a routine to "U Can't Touch This
Week] was really exciting."
while dressed as Kuwaiti oil men.

staggering contracting and develop
ment costs. Purpur stated that one of
Staff Writer
his main goals upon accepting his po
In case you haven't noticed, there sition at UOP was to do something
have been some physical changes to about "that eyesore".
By Bob Long
Purpur has managed to avoid using
UOP over the last few months. The
Staff Writer
any
university funds for the field project
University has undergone somewhat
Nearly
everything for the new devel
A pharmacologist from UOP ar of a facelift, beginning with the re
opment
has been donated. Mr. Ed
rived in court last Thursday facing modeling of The Summit and con
Zuckerman
of Delta Bluegrass Com
penalties of up to 12 years inprison and tinuing with current construction of
pany
has
given
$65,000 worth of sod
$750,000, if convicted. Edward J. two future campus sites.
for
the
field.
Mr.
Bob Bums of Robert
The empty lot behind the South
Avakian Jr., an ex- professor of physi
Burns
Construction
Company has do
ology and pharmacology is charged Campus Gym where bulldozers cur
nated
all
the
equipment
necessary for
with three counts of obtaining cocaine rently reside, will be turned into a
leveling
the
lot,
and
the
"technical
ex
from pharmaceutical suppliers through multipurpose field. Mr. Ray Purper,
Director of Athletic Operations of UOP pertise" of the Physical Plant Depart Living groups jump Into action
fraud.
is also being offered. Purpur
Poor bookkeeping and 100 grams says that the 6 acre development is to be ment
mentioned that the Pacific Athletic
sodded
(layered
with
grass)
and
ready
of missing cocaine are the primary
Foundation, the athletic department's
focus of the case. Avakian, 44, has a for useclose to the end of the semester.
Students and campus organizations main fund raising entity, and the Pacific
Vvvnnrl the
the area
of has tried to maintain its costs
cos as much
longstanding interest in the effects of
aidA office] stretch beyond
area of
Sports Medicine Center will also help
will
have
space
to
conduct
intramural
as
possible.
"UOP
used
to be ranked
various drugs on humans. Avakian s
By Monica Yadegar
financial aid and let students know
w ith the endeavor. Upkeep and main tehold
outdoor
ac
tivities,
and
host
games,
second
[in
highest
tuition
within the
cocain research has helped the San
Staff Writer
about others [ resources available for
nance costs of the field, upon comple
other
types
of
functions.
Also,
there
state]
several
years
ago.
Now
it's about
Joaquin County Sheriff and others
The cost of attending private uni- other types of aid]."
tion, will be generated when outside
will
be
a
1/2
mile
jogging
track
along
12th.
We're
also
trying
to
shoot
for an
understand how the potent chemical
Atchley hopes to let students know
versities is becoming more expensive.
organizations rent the area.
the
perimeter
of
the
grassy
area.
Pend
average
of
a
six
percent
raise
while
works. Hehasbeenstudyingtheeffects
about their choices by making groups
The history of the new Conser This also holds true for The University
ing
funding,
there
are
future
plans
fora
other
private
universities
have
gone
up
of cocaine on rats and rabbits since
of individuals available for this purpose
vatory stems back to plans made in of thePacific. According to Director of
Softball
diamond
for
the
girls'
softball
to
the
seventh,
eighth
and
ninth
per1978. By injecting cocaine into animals
alone. "If they're [students] having fi
1924, but lack of funds has long de Public Relations Doyle Minden, tuition
and by studying the heart's electrical team. Purpur feels that this project will
nancial difficulties, they should talk to cents," Atchley said.
layed the project. Within the last few and fees went up from $12,452 to this
meet
the
recreational
needs
of
the
stu
Atchley's future goals include or
someone before they make any deci
activity, Avakian investigates how the
years an anonymous female beneficiary year's $13,302. Housing costs wentup
dent
body
and
serve
a
useful
purpose
ganizing
committees and other groups
sions. It's a shame to lose students and
drug could trigger heart attacks in hu
has donated approximately 3 million from $4578to$4778."Primary increase
to
further
meet the needs of UOP stu
for
many
years
to
come.
we need to give them an avenue to
mans. He has appeared as an expert
dollars to the Conservatory, providing of costsare a result of trying to keep up
The
second
major
development
dents.
One
such group is a retention
check on things," said Atchley.
witness on the subject of drug intoxi
forcompleteconstructionof the rehersal with inflation," Minden said.
committee
whose
main purpose will be
taking
shape
on
campus
is
the
new
Atchley feelsthat the students must
cation, and he has lectured the San
UOP President Bill Atchley also
and recital halls, and now the new
to
find
out
"why
students
leave and if
classroom
building
for
the
Conserva
Joaquin County sheriff's deputies about
cites inflation as the cause of a higher also take responsibilities. "Sometimes
it's
because
we're
doing
something
tory of Music. Dr. Carl Nosse, dean of classroom building.
students don't realize that what they
cocaine.
Due to limited classroom space in tuition. 'We're [UOP] like a business.
wrong,"
Atchley
said.
There
will also
the
Conservatory,
spoke
fondly
of
the
pay eventually comes back to them in
Avakian had been able to buy 40
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, Conserva Energy goes up. Electricity goes up.
be
opportunities
for
students
to get
newbuilding.
"Everyoneinvolved
with
theacademic field. We forget that we re
grams of pharmaceutical cocaine every
tory students have been forced to hold Then costs must go up to meet the
together
with
faculty
members
in
order
the
Conservatory
is
anxious
for
the
a part of this team and that there s a lot
month with his DEA controlled sub
class and practices in the quonset needs," said Atchley. According to
to
discuss
issues
pertaining
to
their
new
building
to
be
completed."
stances registration. An attorney for
Atchley, everything is being done to of things,such as recruiting or pledging
The new music facility will be a buildings, coping with poor acoustics
financial
needs.
donations, that we can do," said Atchley.
the DEA says there was"a whole lotof
arid no functioning heat or air condi make attending UOPas easy as possible.
Although an expensiveschool.UOP
violations" in Avakian s handling of two story split-level structure with 4
tioning. Dr.Nosse mentioned that UOP "The emphasis is on quality and trying
the pharmaceutical cocaine, primarily classrooms on the first floor and 14
has arenowned Conservatory program, to keep costs down as low as possible
in the area of record-keeping. Avakian "teaching studios"on the second floor,
but the addition of this new building is while getting greater scholarships and
has admitted that his handwriting is where professors will hold one on one
expected to increase enrollment by 200 endowments," Atchley said. Minden
messy, and that is part of the problem. instruction with the students. The
said thatSl ,050,654 was raised in grants
New heath director joins Cowell staff
2
building will face the rehersal hall and students.
Many students from UOP who had
When asked if there was anything and gifts to be used partly for this year
a bricked walkway, which is to pass
taken classes from Avakian are still in
and for the upcoming year.
Measles strike again
*
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, will be he would like to express to the other
the dark and according to one such
Although there may be more fi
provided. Dr. Nosse is very pleased students atUOP, Dr. Nosse said that he
4
student, Julie Kelsey, "The students
nancial aid money available,it does not Alcohol awareness weak
that construction of the site is under wants the University toknow that even
have no idea what is going on and the
always solve the situation. According
way, saying that he looks forward to though the Conservatory is a profes
5
administration isn't telling us anything."
sional school, they are also a service for to Assistant Director of Financial Aid SIS receives new Dean
finally having a united Conservatory.
Pat Spreer, there isn't enough aid
The amazing part about both of the any who wish to enjoy music. The
Bungie jumping is thrill of a lifetime
6
Avakian was denied tenure in May
available for everyone. Spreer said,
new sites is that they are not costing the Conservatory puts on 80 concerts in a
of 1988, before the cocaine incident
"It's real hard to have to explain to a
"Fantasia" opens; better than original
7
University. Fifteen years ago UOP semester, 3 per week. There is a wind
student that although they qualify for a
had arisen. Because he was denied
instrument
ensemble
Oct
5
and
ev
purchased the land along with the
certain amount of financial aid, we
tenure, he isno longer instructing at the
8
Football loses close game
Education and Classroom buildings eryone at the Conservatory of Music
cannot
meet
full
financial
need
be
university. According to Donald L.
from Delta Junior College. S ince then hopes UOP students will come and
cause funding is not always there. As UOP defeats defending National champs
Sorby, Dean of theSchool of pharmacy,
9
there have been many proposals for the share a pleasant evening.
o TPcnlt We.r said."We [the financial.
"It has nothing to do with the cocaine
plot but efforts failed when met with
topic."

By Sarah Walraven
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New health director joins
Cowell staff
By Julie Webster
Staff Writer

The University of the Pacific has
added an important leader to its ad
ministration and a new source of
guidance for its students.
Dr. Sarah Grimes, practicing phy
sician and the new Health Director of
the CowellHealth Center says that her
main goalis'Toprovidequality medical
care, instruction in preventative medi
cine, and would like to be a credible
source of medical information for stu
dents and faculty."
Grimes, 39, is Board Certified in
Family Practice and is experienced in
women's health. "I have very strong
fcelingsabout thequality ofhealth care
on college campuses," said Grimes,
"I'm interested in preventative medi
cine, and when working with students
and youngpeople...I hope tobe able to
help influence choices."
Carol Roth, Interim Assistant Di
rector of nurses stated, "She's won
derful. She is a very caring, sensitive,
dedicated doctor who is focusing on
wellness and education and wants to
become involved in the University."
Grimes, one of the few female
doctors at the Cowell Health Center,
said that she had seen more women
than men at the health center this year,
but that the men seemed to be doing
fine. "IthinkIget kindof generic when
I'm in the examiningroom," she said.

Dr. Sarah Grimes examines her patient.

"

Members of the Student Health Advisory Committee (SHAC) have responded well to Dr. Grime's contribution to the organization this year. "I've
heard nothing but positive comments
about Dr. Grimes"," said senior Sheryl
Johnson, vice president of SHACK.
Grimes will also help coordinate Al
cohol and AIDS Awareness Week later
in the month. Last week she held a
meeting with the Student Advisors
about AIDS so that they would be able
to help inform students of the disease.

moved to Stockton in 1989 to work at
Kaiser Hospital for one year in general
adult medicine. It was then that she

Grimes completed her training in
1984 at the University of Health Sci
ences, a medical school in Chicago.
She then didresidency work at a family
practice for three years in Chicago.
After her residency, she worked in pri
vate practice for two years. Grimes

heard about the position opening at the
Health Center.
Grimes says she is glad to be near
her three daughters and her husband,
who is presently a General Surgeon at
Kaiser Hospital.

FOUR WAYS
TO PAVI

"When working
with students and
young people, I
hope to be able to
influence choices."
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credit cards accepted

Personal checks ok with in !

-Dr. Sarah Grimes

Counterfeit money

New Health Director

Alcohol
1991 Senior gift
committee sought

found in Cal State »«•*

UOP Crewneck Sweatshirt
by Gear for Sports
Regular $31.99
On Sale for

Police break up |
at Middle Tennt
Ball State

Black & Orange / Yellow & Teal
Regular $28.99
On Sale for

Regular $39.99
On Sale for

s

Is /, A k!/

Matching Supplex Pants
Black w/ neon trim

Regular $37.99
On Sale for

-Kent Colbert
Director of Forensics
liminary debates,defeating teams from
Wesley an College, Vanderbilt Univer
sity, North Western State University,
and the University ofRichmond.Their
performance qualified them for theoctafinal round, which they lost to Southem Illinois University. The team fin
ished fifth in overall competition.
Considering that [the tournament] isa
high-powered, nationally represented
event, finishing fifth to start the year is
very respectable,"said KentR. Cobert,
director of forensics at UOP.

campus inMuix

and a whole lot more!
ask. We can probably have it in 48 hours or

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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c

Police also had to hi
dent parties celcbraum- v
Sl*e University
victory over Georgia Si
Wfattw.
.

"• Confront, '

Supplex Pullover Jackets

"Considering that
Emory is a high
powered,
nationally
represented event,
finishing fifth to
start the year is
very respectable."

(CPS) - Police an,
Pple—mostly stiKlcni'
private partiesoff the Ball
% 16. Most of the
volved illegal drinki,\g

Black w/ neon trim

u

in a sewer line i

Assistant News Editor

The UOP Debating Tigers started
their season with animpressive showing
at the Peach Tree Classic Debate
Tournament in Atlanta,Georgia, Sept.
28-30. Margo Schmidt and Jamie
Sobieski representedUOP andDebbie
Dougherty, a new graduate assistant in
the communication department, es
corted the team.
UOP won four out of the six pre-

Campus plumbers '
matedSl million iiu<siM>

1
. fomia State I:..
! campus Sept 15, prompt) fa'
Service prolx
- '-1
! money was printed on cj - |x
. "Let the state i torn
theywant," n •
secretary Alicia I r.
make our own money"

By Gail Pubols
AnnualPacific Fundintern,Jerome
Macse, is searching for a committee to
select the 1991 senior class gift.
Maese hopes to establish agroup of
at least eight seniors to help organize
fundraising efforts, survey seniors,and
choose a gift to donate to the school.
"Every year theAnnualPacific Fund
solicits the senior class to fund some
monumental structurefor the campus,"
said Maese. The last three class gifts
have been benches, but Maese hopes
that "the senior class this year will
strive to achieve something more
monumentaL.so that when they return
they'll know that they were a part of

LOS ANGELES. C.' I (O >

r•

1

CROSS THE NATION
Campus newspapers fight censorship
(CPS)—Amid threatened lawsuits,
flurries of new rules and a campaign to
remove an administrator from office,
three campus newspapers mounted
efforts in mid-September to fight what
they say are attempts to control what
they report.
At the Un iversity of Michigan, new
rules imposed by a representative of
the school's Board for Student Publica
tions have "seriously threatened the
control of the [Michigan] Daily's 25
student editors," said Editor-in-Chief
Noah Finkel.
At California State Polytechnic
University in Pomona, former Poly
Post adviser David C. Henley got his
job back after threatening to sue the
school.
Cal Poly Dean James Wilson had
dismissed Henley three weeks after
Henley wrotean editorial charging that
"we have people here [at Cal Poly] who
think it is heretical for the Post even to
question authority or university lead
ership."
Wilson thought the editorial "he
retical" enough todism iss Henley from
the paper.

•CAMPUS NEWS I
NOTES

In a letter, Wilson wrote,"your final
editorial in the Poly Post did not con
vey the kind of leadership that I expect
from a media faculty member who has
many students under his/her tutelage."
But in mid-September,Henley said.
"They made a mistake, they apolo
gized and it's over."
"I feel vindicated," Henley said.
"They made a mistake, they apolo
gized and it's over."
And at the State University of New
York at Brockport's S tylus, editor John
Dahlia sent out press releases in midSeptember asking for support to stop
student government officials from al
legedly tryingtocontrolwhathe printed.
"Last spring, student politiciansob
liquely threatened to cut student fund
ing of the Stylus, asking for more fa
vorable coverage of the student gov
ernment at the same time it grudgingly
approved the paper's budget," Dahlia
said.
Dahlia now wants to remove the
paper from direct student government
control by forming a "student publica
tions board" that would oversee the
Stylus.
It is just such a board that is disrupt
ing operations at the Michigan Daily,
Finkel said.

Nancy McGlothlin, whom the pub
lications board appointed to keep an
eye on the Daily's operations, opened
the term by imposing several unusual
rules on the newspaper staff.
Among other things, McGlothlin
limited editors to inserting only two
late-breaking stories or photos in each
edition of the paper.She also ruled that
stories, once laid out and pasted down,
could not be changed.
Editors traditionally keep chang
ing, updating and fixing mistakes in
stories until printing presses started
rolling.
Finkel also claims McGlothlin has
tried to take editorial control of the
paper by examining all stories as the
come out of the computer printer.
Finkel said the newspaper staff is
trying to rally students and alumni to
have McGlothlin removed from office.
McGlothlin said she had no com
ment.
However, in a letter printed in the
Daily on Sept. 19, publications board
Chairman Dr. Amnon Rosenthal main
tained "Daily editors have always had
freedom from censorship. The editors
in 1990 want economic freedom. That
is not in the power of the Board of
Publications to grant."
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Measles strike again
Vincennes U. reports first outbreak of school year
(CPS) — A measles outbreak at
Indiana's Vincennes University has
brought back chilling memories of last
spring, when measles disruptcd classes
and commencement exercises at cam
puses all over the country.
Heath watchers say they're not
surprised by the seemingly unusual fall
measles cases, but are not willing tosay
they pretend another epidemic soon.
"We've been seeing outbreaks
throughout the year," said Dr. Dcsiree

Rodgers of the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) in Atlanta,"although
nonespccificallyoncollcgecampuscs."
Rodgers said the CDC has recorded
20,115 cases of measlesso far this year.
Last year at this lime, only 11,837
had been documented.
"People have notbeen appropriately
immunized," Rodgers explained.
After finding three cases of measles
at Vinccnnees, administrators offered
voluntary measles vaccinations to all

of its students, faculty and staff.
People bom after 1957 who were
immunized as children should be im
munized again, the CDC says.
Because doctors generally changed
to another, less effecuve vaccine in the
late fifties, the CDC says only people
immunized before 1957, those who
have since beenexposed to the measles
virus or those who have been
rcvaccinatcd in recent years are im(See MEASLES, back page)

Chatham College to remain women-only
(CPS) — Chatham College has de
cided to postpone deciding whether to
become the latest women's college to
allow men to enroll.
Jane Beckwith, Chatham's public
affairs director, said the 121-year-old
Pennsylvania college instead has hired
four consultants to help it find ways—
outside of going coed—of increasing
its enrollment, which has dwindled to
650 persons.
Similar enrollment drops, which
can cause severe financial problems,

have convinced a number of women's
colleges to startadm ilting men in recent
years.
The students at the women's col
leges, however, typically protest ve
hemently.
Students, faculty and alumnae of
Mills College in California virtually
shut down the school in April, when
trustees there announced they would
make the school coed.
On May 18, Mills' Board of Trust
ees reversed itself, saying it would try

to keep the school exclusively female.
"In a way, [the student victory at
Mills] gave us lot of encouragement,"
said Amy Raufman, a junior at
Chatham.
In April, Chatham's trustees had
said they would vote, probably in Oc
tober, whether or not to make Chatham
coed.
In mid-September, the trustees said
they would wait to vote on the issue
until consultants offered other ideas for
(See CHATHAM, back page)

Counterfeit money
found in Cal State sewer
LOS ANGELES, Calif (CPS) —
Campus plumbers found an esti
mated $1 million in counterfeit bills
in a sewer line underneath the Cali
fornia State University-Long Beach
campus Sept. 15, prompting a Secret
Service probe to see if the phony
money was printed on campus.
"Let the state cut our budget all
I they want,"joked Engineering Dept.
I secretary Alicia Franz, "we'll just
|make our own money."

This year itH be easier to
get through college. Because
AT&T has put together a
program of products and
services that can save you
money. Whether you live on
or off campus.

Police break up parties
at Middle Tennessee,
Ball State

eaular $28.99
On Sale for

$14.50

(CPS) — Police arrested 218
I people — mostly students — at two
private parties off the Ball State Uni
versity campus in Muncie, Ind. Sept.
Sept. 16. Most of the charges in|volved illegal drinking.
Police also had to break up stuI dent parties celebrating MiddleTen
nessee State University's football
|victory over Georgia Southern.
The incidents were the most reIcent in a series of mass arrests of
students at outdoor parties this sea
son. Confrontations also have
occured at the universities of New
Mexico, SouthwesternLouisianaand
Arizona, as well as at Bowling Green
|State University in Ohio.

Gabrielle Kreisler • Skidmore College • Class of 1991

You don't need
to wait till spring
to get a break.

Call from
anywhere to
anywhere.

With the AT&T
Reach Ouf America
Plan', you'll get savings

LINCOLN, Neb. (CPS) — Ne
Ibraska public colleges would lose
I millions, have to defer maintaining
I theirbuildings and probably cut most
I student aid programs if voters apI prove a constitutional amendment
I Nov. 6 that would forbid the state
I government from increasing spend
ing more than 2 percent a year, UniI versity of Nebraska-Lincoln Chan|cellor Martin Massengale warned.
The effects would be "immediI ately and cumulatively severe," he
I said at a Nebraska Board of Regents
I meeting, adding that students' tuI ition would haveto ride substantially
I to help compensate.
Under the gun of a sim ilar budget
launch, Virginia Gov. L. Douglas
I Wilder proposed raising tuition this
I fall to forestall layoffs of some 1,100
|people at the state's campuses.

24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Including 25% off
our already low
evening prices"

Well give you a
free AT&T Calling
Card, even if you
don't have a phone.
So you'll be able to
make a call from
Imost any phone and
have it billed to you,
wherever you live.

To enroll in the AT&T Student Saver
Plus programs that are right for you, or to
get the test value in long distance service,
call us. They just might be the most
profitable electives youll ever take.

Students 'Right-Know'
bill nears passage
WASHINGTON, D. C. (CPS)—I
I The U.S. Senate passed its own verI sion Sept. 17 bill that would require I
I campuses to make public how many
I of their students graduate, how many
I get jobs soon after graduation, and I
I how many are victimized by crime I
|while at school.
The Senate version, however, inI eludes an amendment dealing with
student loan defaults that is not in a
I version passed by the House earlier I
|in the year.
Aconferencecommiuec willmeet
1 later this fall to try to write a comproI mise version of the bill.
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EDITORIAL

a^*uires

Alcohol
Awareness Weak
If one thing has transpired over the last decade, it has been the emergence
of alcohol as a social problem and tremendous influence on our youth. To
combat this drug's effectiveness, the nation has developed a week each year
in which the evils of alcohol are exhibited and explained. The week is entitled
"Alcohol Awareness Week," a title that in itself portrays the problem that our
society has with alcohol.
While "Alcohol Awareness Week" can be commended in its attempt to
present the ills of alcoholism, it is a shame that we only recognize alcohol as
a threat once a year. Alcohol has been shown to cause serious illness, death,
prenatal problems, and can be a significant disruption in a family. Alcohol
effects society, and this campus, everyday of the year. Yet, we remain
steadfast in our belief that alcohol programming is only necessary for one
week.
Alcohol education does not stop at one week's programming, Rather, it
continues through our own desire to preventits effects. TheUniversity offers
substantial opportunities to learn about alcohol. Currently, classes are
available which discuss the topic. Lifelong Learning will be presenting two
courses thissemester, one dealing with substance abuse, and one with alcohol.
Any of these classes give students and faculty a chance to see what it is they
are dealing with each weekend.
Beyond class work, those who have already had problems with alcohol,
or have been effected by those
who have, may attend support group
meetings for Alcoholics Anonymous and Adult Children of Alcoholics.
These groups are instrumental in the education of those students with
problems, for it is widely known that thesestudents may carry on the tradition
if the problem is not overcome.
These programs and others are offered through the work of the recently
introduced R.O.A.D. program, a campus resource made possible through a
special education grant. Randy Haveson and hisgroup of peereducators work
diligently to provide programsand education throughout thecampus. But the
true responsibility liesnot within R.O.A.D., but within thestudents themselves.
While "Alcohol Awareness Week" is in full force during the next week,
remember its meaning and purpose. The purpose is not to wear a button
proudly that says "I drink responsibly" and than get plastered on Friday
evening. The purpose is not to provide fun and games for the campus. The
true purpose is for students to think responsibly about their drinking options,
both next week and beyond.
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NC-17 a slap in
censorship's face
By David Hurst
Editorial Editor
While throngs of supporters back
up artists such as Robert Mapplethorpe
and 2 Live Crew againstaccusations of
pornography, vulgarity and vice, a
major victory has been won outside of
the courts regarding the issue of cen
sorship. The issue being spoken of
concerns the Motion Picture Associa
tion of America's rating system and the
ominous 'X' that hinders the progress
of filmmaking worldwide.
For the past few years, the 'X'
rating has been thesubject of criticism
for movie reviewers and studios. The
reasons? First, the 'X' rating has been
applied to movies in a seemingly almost
subjective fashion. The difference be
tween an 'X' movie and an 'R' mdvie
may only be one scene of nudity, vio
lence or sex.The movie "Angel Heart,"
starring Mickey Rourke and Lisa Bonet,
was originally a strong candidate for an
'X' rating because of a brief sex scene
involving cult iconography. It was later
released unrated by the studio.
A second major reason for the 'X'
rating's ineffectiveness was the fact
that it was never copyrighted by the
MPAA. This meant that anyone could
use the rating to describe or market a
motion picture. It is for this reason that
one can browse through adult titles at
the video store and find listings under
'X,' 'XX,' and 'XXX,' each indicating
a stronger degree of sexual material.
Because the 'X' soon became associ
ated with sex, 'X' movies were soon
blacklisted by moststudios and theaters.
• Gene Siskel and Roger Ebert, the
famed movie critics of syndication

fame, were the first to call on MPAA
President Jack Valenti to get rid of the
'X' rating. It had gotten to the point
wherean 'X'ratedmoviecouldnotget
off the studio shelves without being
edited, thus possibly cutting out a ma
jor part of the aesthetic whole. Siskel
andEbertpointed out thatnotall movies
with an 'X' rating were "trash." Their
examples: "Midnight Cowboy," and
"Last Tango in Paris."
In a landmark decision that ended
the debate of filmmakers, studios and
movie-goers, the MPAA revised its
rating's scale and replaced its 'X' with
a new rating- 'NC-17' (Under 17 Not
Admitted). The new rating will allow
for a more diverse spectrum of films
and cinema to be shown in the United
States.
The 'NC-17' rating will be copy
righted so that no other motion picture
industry may capitalize on it. Further,
because it carries the indication that
there are numerous reasons why the
picture may be rated as such (i.e. sex,
violence, language, etc.), theater owners
will be more likely to accept the film
into their cineplex.
No longer will artistic directors be
forced toedit their work in order to turn
a profit. No longer will theater owners
have to reject a potentially popular
movie because of an 'X' rating,and no
longer will audiences have to wait to
see the "uncut" version on video.
In an era in which it seems every
art form is being attacked, it's nice to
see someone make a compromise. If
only our people in govemmentcowo e
willing to compromise instead of ar
resting a singer or ceasing art grants.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Anchor
Splash
stereotype
all wet
Kappa Alpha Theta's "Mr. Anchor
Splash" at Sunday's Anchor Splash
competition was just another resound
ing example of the racial insensitivity
we have on campus.
Theta distastefully chose a white
individual to paint himself jet-black
and imitate Arsenio Hall.
The mockery was further perpetu
ated by his donning an oversized but
tocks and by using "jive lingo" to imitate
Hall's monologue.
I found the mockery patently offen
sive. Delta Gamma should also be
reprimanded for their contempt in air
lowing him to participate.
Although most of thecrowd thought
it was funny, this type of representation
breeds and perpetuates racial
stercotypes.I thought we were beyond
that. This is the type of Minstrel show
we might expect in 1890, not 1990. In
the future, Greeks should become more
socially conscious when organizing
such events.

Kappa Alpha
Theta makes
amends

sity. He studied history o
thought as an undergradual
went on to specialize in c<
politocs stressing Western I
Latin America. As a follow
aposition in the Latin Amc
ies program while he live
Mexico.

Although Needier livcc
on the East coast and the
New Mexico was Needier

partner
jhas first
Imeetin

It has come to our attention that a
few people were disturbed about the
choice made for our Mr. Anchor Splash
theme. We would like to apologize to
anyone who may have taken offense
because of our depiction of Arsenio R f
Hall. We would like to clarify that wein
no way meant to imply racial prejudices
against the black community. We felt
that our Mr. Anchor Splash was hu
By Marjorie Chase
International Editor
morously portraying a very famous
Hollywood celebrity. Our depiction
The CohVersat
was meant to mock a character, not a
gram,
(CPP), at UC
race.
new changes. The
Kappa Alpha Theta does not con
1 GinaLozano, hasa
done racial prejudices of any type and
1 tothewaytheprogn
our Mr. Anchor Splash theme was not
year.
intended to support racial stereotypes.
i
Gina has mo
It was intended solely to imitate a fa
P'anned
this year. O
mous character. Again, we apologize if (
our theme was interpreted as anyhting ! '"dudes having die
amovieand then ret
other than an attempt to portray a famous
| jhey have seen. Thi
character.
fuid out how pco
r
Kappa Alpha Theta
Cultures perceive a
Certain movie

mean
Another grout
^Planned isan ict

Courtney Barnes

Letters Policy

Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All sub
missions must have a name, address, and phone number to be
considered for print. The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters
for length and clarity. Deadline for submission is Monday for the
following Thursday's issue.
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Does the University alcohol policy promote drinking off campus?
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Yes, because they don't have the op
portunity to drink on campus. It promotesdrinkinganddrivingand makes
the drinking more hazardous.
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SIS receives new Dean
By Jacqueline Squires
Staff Writer
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TheSchool of InternationalS tudies,
founded in 1987 as UOP's newest
academic division, is the only univer
sity based undergraduate school of in
ternational studies in California. "SIS
should not only serve its students, but
the whole campus," states Martin
Needier, new Dean of SIS at UOP.
Needier assumed his duties in
August of this year, replacing Reuben
Smith who served as interim Dean
since August of 1989. UOP President
Bill Atchley states,'' We haveconducted
a nationwide search to find the right
person to give leadership toour School
of InternationalS tudies. Needier brings
the right combination of wide interna
tional experience and excellent schol
arship to the position."
Needier, a native of Manchester,
England, received his bachelor's degree
and doctorate from Harvard Univer
sity. He studied history of political
thought as an undergraduate and later
went on to specialize in comparative
politocs stressing Western Europe and
Latin America.Asa follow up, he held
a position in the Latin American stud
ies program while he lived in New
Mexico.
Although Needier lived and taught
on the East coast and the Midwest,
New Mexico was Needler's home for

the past 24 years, where he taught at the
University of New Mexico. Now re
siding in California, Needier
states,"New Mexico and Northern
California are the two best places to
live in the United States."
Dr. Needier has traveled abroad
during each year of his professional
life, presenting papers or conducting
research in Australia, New Zealand,
Fiji, Japan, Great Britain, India, West
Germany, Spain, Italy, Canada and
throughout Latin America. He has also
attended conferences in the Soviet
Union and China. He speaks five lan
guages and has a working knowledge
ofseveralothers. As if this is notenough,
he has written several books including
"The United States and the Latin
American Revolution", "Mexican
Politics: The Containment of Conflict"
and "The Problem of Democracy in
Latin America".
Besides the new duties Dr. Needier
has assumed at UOP, he wishes to
promote thecontinued "good relations
between studentsand faculty". He also
plans to expand recruitment of students,
as he says, "Most students here are
from California. I would like to see
more people coming to UOP from all
over the United States and the world".
These are a few ways that Dr. Needier
aspires to bring awareness of other
cultures to the campus.
Since Dr. Needier has been at SIS,

Conversational
partners
has first
meeting

Kuwaiti students
in demonstration
By Marjorie Chase
International Editor

SIS Dean Martin Needier

there have been a few changes in the
curriculum. There is now a new major,
Development and Cultural Change. In
addition, the requirements for the International Relations major have been
cut back.

Dr. Martin Needier is someone with
a positive oudook about the future of
SIS. Take some time to visit with him.
He's a fascinating person and you're
sure to learn something from the venture.

World On Wednesday:
Key to peace in the Middle East

* ho may have taken rifense
1 of <** depiction of Arsenio
Professor Jerry Hewitt speaks after recent Middle East visit
c *oukl like loclarify that weij
' ftt to implyracial prejudices
By Misdee Bray
warring nations could have their own tests and low-level violence. In the 23
tlx- black community. We felt
Guest Writer
land, military, and government. This year history of the occupation, the
' Air. Anchor Splash was to- By Marjorie Chase
resolution is not forseeable in the near Intifada's power has been the greatest
Professor
Jerry
Hewitt
,a
member
1 • portraying a very famous
International Editor
domestic challenge that the Israeli
of the philosophy and political science future, but it is a possible solution.
celebrity. Our depiction
The Conversation Partners Pro departments at UOP, has just recently
To consider this resolution, the military has had to face.
it to mock a character, nota gram, (CPP), at UOP is making some
All in all, Hewitt made clear that,
Intifada must be taken into account.

new changes. The new coordinator,
, n pa Alpha Thcta does not con- GinaLozano, has a different approach
• i * tal prejudices of any type arid to the way the program will be run this
A ncIk* Splash theme was net year.
nlcd to support racial stereotypes
Gina has more group activities
H intended solely to imitate a to i planned this year. One of the activities
• ,-xtcr. Again, weapologizei | includes having the entire group go to
• , „ wu interpreted as anyhting a movieand then return todiscuss what
,n attempt to portrayafamo^ they have seen. This is a good way to
f
find out how people from different
Kappa AlphaTheB cultures perceive a movie and what a
certain movie means to them.
Another group activity that Gina
has planned is an ice cream social. The
group will go out for ice cream and
spend time discussing various current
events. There is also a social event
planned where all of the students bring
a
photo album or pictures of their
All subhon 25°wo,^LtWK country and they share them with the
group. This will be a great learning
«•
experience for everyone involved. You
1
ion t MonW"" " may see weddings, parties, landscapes
and many other things that will be new
to you.
Many times, it is difficult for a
foreign student to try to communicate
freely and openly without feeling self
conscious about their english speaking
ability. Sometimes foreign students feel
lost in a conversation because of the
slang used when people are speaking.
This will give foreign students a
chance to stop the conversation and ask
questions about something they might
notunderstand.Itwillbeagreatlearning
experience, not only for foreign stu
dents, but also for the American part
ners.
Spending one hour a week with
the partner is all that is required, but
Gina encourages more meetings be
tween partners to facilitate in all areas
where speaking might become a
handicap. The more events the partners
attend, the better acquainted the student
will become with American slang.
Working one on one helps the foreign
students feel comfortable with their
Partners. A foreign student will not feel
badly in making mistakes because they
know that the partner is there to help
Ihem, not to judge them.
The first formal meeting will be
teld on Thursday, Oct 4th at 6pm at the
techtel International Center. This
fteeting is mandatory as members will
>e introduced and partnerships will be
hrmed. It is necessary for all members
0 attend. This is a great way to meet
tew people from all over the world and
1 fun way to make new friends.
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returned from a trip to the Middle East.
He presented his viewpoints on the
conflicts that have arisen between the
Israelis and Palestinians at the World
on Wednesday speech on Sept. 26.
His main focus was how to create
peace in the Middle East Since conflicts
have existed for so long, the current
situation is only making the problem
larger. According to Hewitt, there is
only one way we can hope to see peace,
but we will need all of the outside help
we can get.
"I don't see any other solution than

"I don't see any
other solution
than the creation
of a Palestinian
state."
-Jerry Hewitt
Philosophy/Poli Sci
Professor
the creation of a Palestinian state,"said
Hewitt. To form a Palestinian state, the
people of Israeland Palestine need help
from outside scources. That would
mean funding and support from all
their allies, including theUnited States.
Hewitt spentaconsiderableamount
of time explaining the background of
the Middle East situation and the leng th
of theconflict.Wars have been occuring
there since 1948, threatening the rest of
the world.The main reason for the un
resolved problem is the continued fight
for the aquisition of land and oil.
Both the Israelis and Palestinians
are being extremely stubborn in trying
to keep land from each other. If a Pal
estinian state were to be formed, both

^ S6Lnat€

The Intifada, an underground move
ment that began in December of 1987
for the Palestinian cause, mainly
communicates through graffiti on
public walls. It was also Palestine's
economic warfare that started tax pro

although continued warfare is pre
dominate, a resolution is still possible
in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. If
accomplished, the potential for con
tinued violence in the Middle East
would be gready reduced.

World On
Wednesday

AMERICAN GRADUA TE SCI IOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Glendale, Arizona 8530(i USA

A representative will be on campus
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$19.91 Graduation Portrait (Special includes:

• Your yearbook portrait for the 1991 Epoch
• Cap and Gown Portrait with hood & tasslc
• A Third Outfit of Your Choice
• 15 to 20 Poses to Choose from
• Retouching and Print Enhancement on all
portrait orders

—Washington D.C.
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On Stockton's Miracle Mile

Date: Wednesday, October 10,1990
Time: 12:30-1:30 pm.
Place: Bechtel International Center
Topic: "In the Shadow of Apartheid; Living in
Botswana"
Speaker: Professor John P. Milton
Department of Foundations and
Multicultural Education, UOP
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2,000 Kuwaiti students held a
peaceful demonstration in front of the
White House last Friday during the
meeting between President Bush and
Amir Al-Sabah. The demonstration
took place to show support of the cur
rent Kuwaiti situation.
Of the 2,000 demonstrators, some
were Kuwaiti students from UOP.They
leftearly Thursday morning andarrived
inWashingtonD.C.TheNationalUnion
of Kuwaiti Students and the Kuwaiti
government financed the entire event
that cost over a half a million dollars.
Airline tickets, hotel rooms and reser
vations, meals and transportation were
all taken care of by the Union. Upon
their arrival, they attendeda meeting to
discuss how the demonstration was to
be conducted. The speakers said that
this would be a peaceful
demonstrationandthatno words would
be spoken in protest, despite the situa
tion inKuwait Since the Kuwaiti people
did not exhibit violence, this peaceful
exhibition supported their cause even
more.
The Union also showed video
tapes at the meeting of the many inci
dents that have occurred since the oc
cupation. "It was a very emotional
experience," slated UOP Kuwaiti stu
dent, Yousef Al-Khawari. In one inci
dent, a woman refused to put up posters
of Iraqi President Sadaam Hussein.
The Iraqi soldiers took her to a public
place, knocked on the doors of the
homes of Kuwaiti citizens, and told
them that they weregoing to bum herin
front of them.In another incident, when
a supcrmarkct.manager refused to ex
change Iraqi currency for the soldiers,
they shot him.
Many people have been burned
or shot. There have also been many
people in government,media andother
important figures of Kuwait who were
tortured and killed. Of the known dead

are three members of Pariiament. They
were killed by Iraqi soldiers when they
refused to help them set up a new
government. KhaledAldaran, another
UOPstudent from Kuwaitwhoattended
the demonstration said, "A friend of
mine gave me a Kuwaiti newspaper
that is published in Egypt and France.
It said that many Iraqis tortured the
Kuwaiti people to try to persuade them
into submission, but the Kuwaitis are
still resisting."
Despite the continued torture and
cold blooded murder of Kuwaiti citi
zens, small children would sneak out
and paint slogans on city walls saying
" Long live Kuwait". Some teenagers
managed to sneak over to an Iraqi tank
and paint slogans on the tank while the
Iraqi soldiers were sleeping. The sol
diers were severely punished.
The demonstration consisted of
more than 2,000 people. Many
Americans joined in the demonstration
wearing t-shirts in support of the Ku
waiti people and their government.
There were also many people from
other countries who joined in the
demonstration. They all stood silently
in front of the White House. "It was a
very moving experience," said Esam
Al-Keshnam." I feel the demonstration
was very effective. There is a certain
strength in a silent demonstration. "
They all held banners and flags. Even
Americans were asking for banners to
hold. Many people honked their horns
in positive support as they drove by the
demonstration. They all learned about
each others' families and exchanged
information about which cities were hit
the hardest. Kuwait city was hit the
hardest, but most cities were severely
affected as well.
Although this was a silent dem
onstration, most of the Kuwaitis feci
that the demonstration was truly ef
fective while they continue efforts to
support their government and the Ku
waiti cause.

|VJ«w York Office
ttzit 212-986-5520
NY Time)

Call 948-2748

To set up your appointment.
Flashbacks is located just 5 blocks from the University
of the Pacific. Travel south on Pacific Avenue and turn
right on Central Court, the next light after Alpine. We
are next door to The Brothers Furniture and across the
street from Round Table Pizza.

222 Central Court
Stockton, CA 95204
Studio Hours: Monday - Friday 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
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Bungy jumping is thrill of a lifetime Fraternity offers
tutoring in science

. „ Cirls' »4ic«iofi P°bl

By Michaela Rideout
Guest Writer

I stood on a three by five foot plat
form, 132 feet above land, with only a
bungy cord fastened to my ankles. I
kept hearing my parents voices re
minding me to "live life to the full
est"—somehow I do not think that this
is what they had in mind. There I was,
perched on this old wooden, railroad
bridge, and like a typical American
tourist I was scared to death.
This started out to be an ordinary
day in the life of a tourist. I had been
traveling throughout the South Pacific
for nearly a year and was winding
down my tour with a two week stay in
the North Island of New Zealand, when
I happened upon thisdaredevilish sport.
The company's name was New Sen
sation—and rightfully so. Afternearly
two hours of watching with amazement,
fanatically taking pictures and con
vincing myself that these people were
indeed suicidal, I decided that I would
purchase a t-shirt to add to my great
down under collection.
Unfortunately, the rule in this little
village called Ohakun Junction was
that to buy a t-shirt, you had to jump.
Before I knew it, I had paid my$50, was
weighed in and standing in line with
< about 30 other knee wobbling wouldbe jumpers. As I waited, I asked several
safety factor questions. I was assured
that the bungy cord was made of hun
dredsof elastics bound together to create
different amounts of tension, and that
afterevery 200jumps,it was discarded.
Great, what number was I?
Finally, my turn arrived. There
were three men to assist me. One
wrapped a towel around my ankle and
then securely fastened the cord; the
second man verified my weight and

By Pat McMullen
Guest Writer

Alpha Chi Sigma will begin this
year's tutoring program ^tiding students
in Chemistry. The fraternity plans to
offer a lecture entitled, "How to get the
grade you want out of Chemistry."
Alpha Chi Sigma is the profes
sional Chemistry fraternity on campus.
On campus since 1960, the fraternity
has an average active membership of
15 students, and many of the Chemis
try professors.
Members include students from
the various sciences including Biology,
Physics, Pre-Mcd, Pre-Dental, PrePharmacy, and Chemistry. Generally,
members are those who have an active
interest in chemical related sciences.
Alpha Chi Sigma is both a profesDrawing by Holly Lugassy

controlled the amount of slack accord
ing tothe figures, while the third tended
to my anxiety attack. Suddenly,I heard
thecrowd begin thecountdown. Five—
Did I phone my parents and tell them
that I loved them? Four—Did I properly
load my film for my friend who was
photographing me? Three—Were my
Reeboks the right size? Two—Clean
underwear check and...One.
My arms instandy reached for the
sky as my body leaped forward. Within
seconds I was diving down into this
lush green valley. As my clothes bil
lowed, my eyes squinted as I came
within 15 feet of the hard earth. Nearly
three, maybe four seconds passed be
fore I was gently whisked back up. It
was an amazingly smooth transactionit was a relief. As the cord would
oscillate, I had approximately seven of

eight bounces left. I knew that I was
now safe and that I could relax and
enjoy this heroic attempt. Thegoal was
to tuck my knees in to my chest in order
to gain more bounce. As I did this, I
yelped for joy.
This was the most incredible ex
perience anyone could possible have.
Alas, I reached my last bounce. While
the blood raced to my brain, I swung
upside downlikeapendulumn unLil the
man above lowered me to the ground
man who untied my feet.
Would I do this again? Absolutely.
It was the most incredible rush—lit
erally—that I haveever experienced. I
can still close my eyes and totally let
go. I now know the wonderful feeling
of rac ing through the air—the quickness
of it all, and the horrible thought of
impact.

Magazine seeks writers

I was approximately the 15,000th
bungy jumper with New Sensation last
August, a group that claims no acci
dents. However, there are too many
groups that are not as lucky. I have
heard horrific jumping stories—idiots
in the night with a bridge and a crane or
dual jumpers whose equipment is not
properly fastened, in a big hurry to go
nowhere.
Some bungy jumpers have been
known to jump off the Golden Gate
Bridge and jumping out of hot air bal
loons is growing in popularity. With
each newstunt, the risks become greater,
but it is the inexperienced jumper who
is at the greatest risk of all.
Experience this wonderful journey,
but please be cautious, never jump
alone, and jump with a reputable
company.

By Krista Huntsman
Feature Editor

Editors Abby Gardner and Missy MacNeish plan magazine

By Abby Gardner
Are you looking for something new
loread? The Publications Editingclass
in the communication department will
be providing an exciting new magazine
for the whole university to enjoy. The
class, which consistsofcommunication
majors in print, public relations and
broadcast, will be compiling and pro
ducing a glossy magazine and distrib
uting it in December.
This year's magazine will be entided "Facets: A University Of The
Pacific Publication."
This magazine is well under way.
The articles will contain all new ideas.
The stories will be written by students,
will be about students and will pertain
to students. Features will also focus on
faculty, alumni and administration.

It will provide,among other things,
helpful information on where to go in
Stockton and northern California for
dining, entertainment and recreation as
well as unique stories and profiles on
interesting people.
The magazine will be a tool for
prospective students and visitors. In
coming freshman will benefit by learn
ing about UOP. It will be more of a
timeless publication than a newspaper;
students can hold on to it for a while,
and it will still provide pertinent in
formation.
The staff of the magazine, which
includes all members of the class con
tributing to at least one aspect of the
magazine, is motivated and eager to
have it turn out well. The students plan
on entering it in competitions, and also
plan to use it to show prospective em
ployers.

DELTA SIGMA PI

Proudly Presents Their
Fall 1990 Pledge Class

Alison Bale
Brian Burmeister
Joe Capra
Jules Carter
Jason Culver
Lesa Gerber
Eric Haskin

Marino Linardon
Boyd Nies
Jim Park
Anna Rice
Celeste Seibert
Greg Wheatley

CONGRATULATIONS!

Although the magazine is being
produced by communication students,
we would like to involve students in
other disciplines," said Victoria Goff,
adviser to the magazine. "We don't
want this publication to only represent
the College of the Pacific or the com
munication department. If you have
story suggestions or a flair for writing
or graphic design, weencourage you to
get involved."
Students interested in being in
volved wilh the magazine should con
tact Goff at the communication depart
ment, 946-3047.

With the drinking policies becom
ing more strict on campus, students
seem to be solving the problem by
leaving the campus to drink.
Due to the increase of off-campus
nightlife, there has also beenan increase
in drunk driving. Students who may
have remained on campus when the
rules were more lenient are now risking
their lives and the lives of others by
going off campus to drink.
In the first week of school, UOP
security officers gave out several
drinking violations. The rules that for
bid fraternities from serving hard al
cohol as well as the rules forbidding
drinking on the back lawns of the so
rorities and in the fraternity circle have
all been enforced. Also being enforced
is therule that students in dormsare not
allowed tohavealcohol in the hallways.
Now it seems you can find most of
thesestudents off campus at bars, houses
and public parks. Unfortunately, all of
these places are at least one mile from
campus. "UOPisnotlikeyouraverage
campus," says senior Jennifer Harper.
"We aren't a college town. We don't
have places to hang out near campus
and even if we did, it wouldn't be safe
to walk to them after dark."
Students feel that the rules are
promoting drunk driving. "I can un
derstand the rules about no drinking on
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Conservation fair
educates public

••The Mousetrap" runs w<
inLodi at 8 p.m.

"The Nerd", staring Dav
Theatre at 8 p.m.
"Lcs Miscrablcs' conun

Civic

Good tickets still available.
"Buddy" continues at the

Environmental groups teach community
By Krista Huntsman
Feature Editor

The San Joaquin County Depart
ment of Parks and Recreation, Micke
Grove Zoo, Oak G rove Nature Center,
and Micke Grove Zoological Society
will be hosting their 3rd annual Con
servation Fair.
Conservation Fair '90 will be held
Saturday, October 6 at Micke Grove
ParkinLodi. The Fair, which will take
place from 10a.m.-5 p.m., promises to
teach those who attend what each
person can do to protect the environ
ment, save endangered species, and
make good use of natural resources.
The day's events will include booths
hosted by more than 50 environmental

groups,governmentresourceagcncies,
and environmental products vendors.
Special guests include S mokey the Bear
and Micke Grove Zoo animals as well
as singers and a mime.
There willbea5krunat9a.m. open
to all age groups. Registration is $12
on the day of the race and check-in is at
8a.m.
There will be a Junk Sculpture Con
test with cash prizes. The motto of the
sculpture contest is "One Man's Castoffs Are Another Man's Treasures."
The JunkSculpture contest is a free
standing or hanging sculpture made
entirely from found objects, junk, or
recyclable material.Entries will bedis
played at Sherwood Mall today.
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Movies
Drinking promotes drunk driving
playing
Stocktoi
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Staff Writer

sional and social fraternity open to men
and women. Working wilh the
Chemistry department, members write
professor and T.A. evaluations, and
sell lab coats and goggles.
Otherprofessional activities include
Chemistry Magic Shows, blood drives,
and organizing Stockton's annual ACS
(American Chemical Society) BBQ.
Social activities include a Winter Ball,
tailgate parties before home football
games, and visits to other chapters of
the fraternity.
Student led and run, members have
the opportunity to experience and de
velop leadership skills, learn moreabout
the field of science, and join other
students with a common interest.
To find out more about Alpha Chi
Sigma, contact the Chemistry department or any Chemistry professor.

,
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school nights," says senior Susan
Altman. "I think that if they do get
stricter people will gooff campus more
and inadvertantly this will promote
drunk driving."

"The alcohol
policies leave
students no other
alternative."
-Carolyn Keeney
Although there are programs on
campus such as the R.O.A.D.Program
which gives options to drinking, stu
dents in college still drink. "I think the
rules are limiting. Studentsare going to
drink no m alter what," says senior Sarah
McCullough. "If they can't drink on
campus, they'11 goelsewhere and pretty
soon there'sgoing to be a death. I'mnot
saying the school should promote
drinking, just thatit should beallowed."
It is true that students should be
smart enough to know not to drink and
drive. Unfortunately, notall do. Many
students feel that what they need is a
place to drink on campus. A place
where they are safe and do not have to
risk driving. A drinking establishment

has been suggested on campus in the
past,buthasneverbecnapproved. Other
ideas to solve the problem have come
from Randy Haveson, coordinator for
the R.O.A.D. Program, who is hoping
F
to start a designated driver program
which would give students a free ride
Duffy Bergma
home when they are out drinking and New York cartooi
cannot drive themselves.
b, (Christine Lahfi).
3011 get married,
"People are resorting to driving off
campus to bars because the alcohol
tou she would li
policies leave students no other alter I D"ffy becomes frt
native, " says sophomore Carolyn Homely pressur
Keeney.
children. When K

;j

"nny Al

If a student is killed or injured in a to have children i
drunk driving accident, angry parents
^uffy and Mcgsr
and alumnae, frightened students, the
media, and local organizations will
gather together to blame anyone they
can for a death they find wrongful.
There must be a solution to this grow
ing problem before it is too late. Other
campuses have pubs to keep their stu
Prol
dents on campus, more lenient drinking
rules, or designated driver programs.
A drinking establishment on cam : havfJ
n8 been
c
f
""6
pus hasnever been approved at UOP, it
lilies.
may be time to at least reconsider the
strict policies concerning drinking on
campus.

The men of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
proudly presents
their 1990 Little Sisters
Kim Wolterstorff
Julie Suggs
Christy Butler
Lori Gerveler
Whitney House
Adrienne Arieff
Ingrid Rapatz
Deborah Small

Lisa Memmel
Kerri Borgatello
Julie Abbott
Stephanie McCulloch
Shannon Anderson
Lauren Sherman
Michelle Brunick
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Curtains Up
"The Mousetrap" runs weekends through Oct. 6 at the Hotel Lodi Theater
in Lodi at 8 p.m.
"The Nerd", staring David Nelson runs through Oct. 14 at the Stockton
Civic Theatre at 8 p.m.
"Les Miscrablcs" continues at the Curran Theater in San Francisco —
Good tickets still available.
"Buddy" continues at the Golden Gate Theater through Oct. 14.
"Fuente Ovejuna" will continue through Oct.22 at the Berkeley Repertory
Theatre.
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'A Gathering of Tribes", including Charlatons UK, The Cramps, Ice T,
Indigo Girls, Iggy Pop, Lenny Kravitz, The London Quircboys, Michelle
Shocked, The Mission, Public Enemy, Queen Latifah, Soundgardcn will
appear at Shoreline Amphitheatre on Saturday, Oct. 6 Reserved tickets cost
$22.50
Santana will appear at the Event Center at San Jose State on Sunday, Oct.
7 at 7:30 p.m.
Wilson Phillips and special guest will appear at the Concord Pavilion on
Sunday, Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. Reserved seats are $19.50.
Joe Satriani will appear at theEvent Center at San Jose S tate on Friday, Oct.
12 at 8 p.m. Reserved seats are $20.50
Billy Idol,w ilh specialguests Faith No More, wil 1 appear at the Co w Palace
Saturday, Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. and at the Concord Pavilion on Friday, Oct. 19.
Reserved scats are $22.50
James Taylor will appear at the Concord Pavilion on Sunday, October 21
at 7:30 p.m. Reserved seats are $25.
"An Evening of Acoustic Music to Benefit the Bridge School" including
Neil Young and Crazy Horse, Elvis Costello, Steve Miller, Edie Brickcll,
Jackson Browneand "Few" Bohemians will appearat the ShorelineAmpithcalre
on Friday, Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets cost $25.
Linda Ronstadt and The Neville Brothers will appear at the Concord
Pavilion on Sunday, Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved seats are $27.50.
Anne Murray will appear at the Davies Symphony Hall on Sunday, Oct.
28 at 7:30 p.m. Reserved tickets are $25.

On Campus

va^runat9a.m.op

"Contemporary Surrealism: Fantasy Landscapes", featuring five artists
depicting fantasy in everyday life, will continue through Oct. 19 at the UOP
Gallery located on the second level of the McCaffrey Center. A public
reception honoring the artists will take place on Oct. 5 from 7-9 p.m.
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Pacific Symphonic Wind Ensemble and the University Concert Band will
perform at the Faye Spanos Concert Hall on Friday, Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. A $3
donation is requested; UOP students and children under 12 will be admitted
free of charge.
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Funny About Love
Duffy Bergman (Gene Wilder) is a
New York cartoonist who meets Meg
(Christine Lahti). The two fall in love
and get married. When Meg decides
that she would like to have a baby,
Duffy becomes frantic because he feels
extremely pressured by the thought of
children. When Meg no longer wants
to have children, the roles reverse and
Duffy and Meg split up. Duffy coincidentally meets Daphne (Mary Stuart
Masterson) who gives meaning to the
word "adventure." Through these
comic, real life situations, Duffy finds
peace with himself.

Problem Child
A 7-year-old "angelic" boy is
adopted by a childless couple after
having been rejected from 30 other
families.

Postcards from the Edge
Based on Carrie Fisher's best-sell
ing autobiographical novel, Meryl
Steep plays a drug addicted actress
whose mother (Shirley MacLaine)
pushes her into taking moreacting jobs.

Arachnophobia
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The Jennings family moves toCalifomia to raise their family. Upon their
arrival they meet some unexpected
guests in their barn (spiders). Their
neighbor, the "Rambo" of insect ex
terminators, battles these spider crea
tures.

Men at Work
Charlie Sheen and Emilio Estevez
play two cool garbage men having a
good time.

Death Warrant

r- ,»p^

Jean-Claude Van Damme stars as a
maverick detective who, in order to
solve a mystery, poses as a prison in
mate to find out why prisoners are
being killed.

Goodfellas
Thirty years of the life and crimes of
two mobsters. Based on Nicholas
Pilcggi's novel.

"Fantasia" opens; better than original
Miriam Watson
Entertainment Editor
After 50 years, Walt Disney's ani
mated classic "Fantasia" may have
exceeded even the expectations of its
creator, but time has notdiminished the
impact of this daring, innovative and
universally-appealing motion picture.
In celebration of its golden anniversary,
this landmark film has undergone a
complete restoration of its original
negative and soundtrack allowing
moviegoers all over the world to see
and hear it as they never have before.
The restoration, part of Disney's
ongoing commitment to preserving its
film heriutge, was completed over a
two-year period, utilizing the latest
technology along with the talents and
experience of the leading experts in the
field. For the first time since the mid
1940's, new prints have been struck
from theoriginal nitrate negatives, with
improved fine grain film emulsions
and protective lenses used to create a
richer, sharper, more colorful "Fanta
sia" than even the original. Disney's
resident sound wizard Terry Porter
studied Slokowski's-hand written guide
sheets to recreate and reprocess a form
of "Fantasound" for today's modem
equipment. The restored version of
"Fantasia" will be exhibited as origi
nally conceived in its "square screen"
1.33:1 format only.
Artistically, "Fantasia" represents
one of the greatest collaborations in
motion picture history. Leopold
Stokowski and the Philadelphia Or
chestra joined forces with Walt Disney
and his team of top talents to create a
form of motion picture entertainment
that was unlike any that preceded it.
With eight diverse pieces of classical
music selected for the prog ram, Disney

From discos to
pop charts

synth-horns fused by an infectious
percussion section.
Staff Writer
On "Fantasy", the impassioned
Dreamland by Black Box is des coverof theEarth Wind and Fireclassic,
tined to become a club classic in the Holloway cooks masterfully, aided by
tcchno-beat generation. Their sound sensuous background vocals and a
has burned up dance floors for over a finely tailored string section. In "Ride
year in Europe and the albums center On Time" Holloway really flaunts her
piece "Ride On Time" has already hit remarkable range as she reaches for
extreme highs and succeeds impecca
number one in the U.K.
Black Box is the mastermind of bly. These gorgeous vocal textureslead
Italio-House mix masters: Limoni, to the thundering "Ride On Time".
'Time" is a masterpiece of hard
Davoli, and Simplici (the Groove
Groove Melody). Their sound is knee core, percolating dance beats engulfed
deep in house, tcchno-pop and soul. in prodding housestyle piano rhythms.
The seering vocalsof lead singer Loletta One is compelled to the dance floor by
Holloway takes us to the plateaus that the repeating verse "gotta get up" and
previous dance divas Chaka Khan and then swept into a dance frenzy by
Caron Wheeler (formerly of Soul II Holloway's interpretation of the cho
rus.
Soul) only dreamed about.
Black Box is a group that can con
Structurally, the group relies upon
the "sampled" sound and vocals of trol musical mood by synthesizing
Holloway. In its opening number,"Ev multiple grooves into a cohesive
erybody Everybody" we are taken on a package. All together it is a debut which
procession of looping bass lines and will surely reach platinum.

By Courtney Barnes

The Men of Phi Delta Chi
Presents Their 1990 Little Sisters
Xristine Xuzvata
Xerrie EBennett
jociy Tearson
Xaren Ttafcgty
jenett Feinstein
Liticia CaSetto
TeSSi FpSison
Xerri CampSett
Xtrsten TozuSotfiam
Tatty Cruz
Teresa Scfiott
Sattie forrest
(jatt Westatt
Tracy Otto[man
Congratulations!!

and his storymcn and artists took the
challenge of finding the appropriate
images. Their goal was to create music
you could see and pictures you could
here.
From a technology standpoint,
"Fantasia" also broke new ground. It
was the very first motion picture to use
stereophonic sound. The film's revo
lutionary "Fantasound" soundtrack and
playback system was an outgrowth of
Stokowski's dedication to the im
provement of recorded sound and his
desire to create a synthesis between
sound and picture by having the music
follow the animated images as they
move around the screen. In WaltDisney,
he found a pioneering kindred spirit
and the studio's sound department, led
by William E. Garity, rose to the chal
lenge.
In 1942, Disney was presented with
a special technical Academy Award for
"outstanding contribution to the ad
vancement of the use of sound in mo
tion pictures through the production of
'Fan tasia.'"That same year, S tokowsk i
and his associates also received a spe
cial award from the Academy for their
achievement "in the creation of a new
form of visualized music."
Among "Fantasia's" many other
advancements wasitsextraordinary use
of color and special effects. In many
ways the film relies as much on effects
animation asit docs on actualcharacter
animation and Disney's effects team
invented new ways to draw and photo
graph myriad illusions that the film
required. For the film's stunning "Ave
Maria" finale, the layout and camera
departments created a horizontal ver
sion of the multiplane camera to photo
graph the longest continual scene in
animation history in a fully-dimensional
way.

Disney re-releases it's classic "Fantasia" this week.

"Shooting
Stars" to
open

"Fantasia" took 3 years to complete
and used the talents of 1000 artists and
technicians at The Disney Studios in
addition to Stokowski;s "100 man"
orchestra. What had suirtcd ostensibly
as a 10-minute animated "special" to
infuse newlife into thecarecrof Mickey
Mouse had evolved into an expensive
"concert feature" with a final price tag
of $2,280,000.
When at last the fil m wascompleted,
theater owners balked at the film's
(See FANTASIA, back page)

Entries open for
Film Festival

The Houston International Film
Festival has announced that its 13th
annual competitive film and video
festival will be held April 19-28,1991.
The closing date for entries is February
15, 1990. The Houston film festival
remains the largest film and video
competition in the world for the num
ber of entries for the third consecutive
year.
In 1990, the Houston International
Film Festival awarded top honors to
"Bye Bye Blues" (Best Feature) "The
Cook, theThief, His Wife & HcrLover"
(GoldSpecialJuryAward),"ARustling
of Leaves: Inside the Philippine
Revolution" (Best Documentary),
"Greasy Lake" (Best Short Subject),
"The Time Has Come" (Best TV Pro

duction),"RightField" (BestTV Com
mercial) and "Trio" (Best Experimen
tal Film).
The festival's special student com
petition has made it one of the top
"discovery" festivals in the world. Both
George Lucas and Stephen Spielberg
received their first industry recognition
from the festival. The winning student
entry is accompanied by a sizeable
cash grant.
Film-makers who wish to enter the
festival competition may contact the
Houston International Film Festival
office at (713) 965-9955. Written re
quests for entry formscan be submitted
to: Hunter Todd, Chairman, Houston
International Film Festival, P.O. Box
56566, Houston, TX 77256.

The UOP Department of Drama
and Dance will open their 1990-91
season with"Shooting Stars" by Molly
Newman. This comedy is a brash, fast
moving study of a women's basketball
team on tour in small town midAmerica. The team is getting ready to
face off against the local men's team.
Am id the banter and horseplay we learn
about the girl's personal hang-ups and
the lives they left behind to play with
the team. During the course of the
production, eachmembcroftheteamis
faced with making life choices.
Members of the team include Liesl
Dunn, Michcle McDonald, Ellen
Hause, Traci-lin Burgess, Leslie
Fielding, Tawnia Canncll, Annette
Wicks and Frank Burton. The pro
duction is under the direction of the
Department of Drama and Dance fac
ulty member, Scott Eckem. Sets and
lights arcdcsigncd by DarrellC.Persels
and costumes designed by Sandra L.
Pcrsels.
Performances will be held October
11, 12, 13 and 18, 19, 20 in Long
Thcatreat 8:00 p.m. General admission
is $8; $4 for students, senior citizens
and UOP staff.
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Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the world...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards..."ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—'TUITION—ENTERTA1NM ENTEM EFtGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—
HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

No turn downs!
credit checks!
security deposit!
Approval absolutely guaranteed so
MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

UOP

[m]

ir\
i

W. Alpine Ave

STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022

YES!

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit

Cards. Enclosed find S15 which is 100% refundable If not
approved Immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE

ZIP

. S.S.* _

SIGNATURE
NOTE: MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard International. Inc.
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International
Services Association

100% GUARANTEED!
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Tiger Tracks Football loses close game
By Alfred Spear

Thursday, October 4

Sports Editor

Volleyball at New Mexico State
Water Polo at USC

6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Despite the efforts of quarterback
Troy Kopp, who threw for 415- yards,
the UOP football team lost to UNLV
37-28 in Stockton this past Saturday.
UOP (14 overall and 0-3 in the Big
West Conference) was outgained 628522 in total yards, setting an Amos
Alonzo Stagg Memorial Stadium
record.

Friday, October 5
Volleyball at Cal State Fullcrton
Water Polo at Long Beach State

7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Saturday, October 6
Field Hockey at Stanford
Cross Country hosting UOP Invitational

Kopp set a school record for
completions (37) breaking the previ
ous record established in 1984 by Paul
Berner(32). Kopps 61 attempts also
broke the school record and his 415
yards passing was the second highest
total in school history.

12:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.

Sunday, October 7
Volleyball at UC Santa Barbara
Water Polo vs. UC Irvine

1:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.

The Pacific defense could not stop
the UNLV ground gain giving up 335yards. Marvin Eastman gained 132yards and scored three touchdowns
while teammateHunkieCooperranfor
131- yards and two touchdowns.
Their offensive backs were big,
strong, physical and got stronger as the
game went on. We got worn down on

Tuesday, October 9
Volleyball vs. Fresno State

7:30 p.m.

Friday, October 12
Volleyball at California

7:30 p.m.

Intramural competition

Intramural Fabulous Five Rankings
for the week 9/30:
1. Archania
2. Phi Delta Theta
3. Repetabs
4. Smelly Carf
5.SAE

•Hp
/:

Phi Delt's quarterback Davin Jackson comes to a face-off
By Rich Carr
Staff Writer
Hug football- The first half of the
season is over. Only two teams are still
unbeaten. "A" league play has been
extremely physical. Phi Delta Theta
and Archania have risen to the top with
3-1 records. This past week Phi Delta
Theta posted a close win (12-7) over
Metaputos on Tuesday. They won
impressively over SAE 35-13 on
Thursday. Archania shut out the Ha
waiian Express in their only game of

j?
§

this week....In the "B" league orange
division, Smelly Carf is the only un
beaten team after they defeated previ
ously unbeaten Menehunes 13-6.
Archania II shut out Price 25-0. In the
B league black division, there have
been a number of big games this week.
Repetabs won the temporary bragging
rights in the School of Pharmacy with
a win over Biofizzers. The Dopriders
won two games which included a win
over the Biofizzers in overtime. There
is now a three way tie for second involving Biofizzers,DopridersandSAE

1QMR MRUS MOM

n/lcT" J,r22lL0',he 10 monologues
DRUGS, ROCK & ROLL.

of SEX,

Listen to this, man, the government
e
29 blllions dollars to
Dulld the biggest computer ever a
super-computer, right? Huge, bigger
!5S" a"„y,h'n9 they built before.

K !i5 .2

When they finish this computer, man
we re all gonna be dead.
'
They re gonna hook that computer
up to all the TV sets In
everybody's house, right? And
they re gonna reverse the TV sets
so that they can watch you in your
hOUSe
.u: '
house rinlndoing "your'thlng!
I' you don't do what the
computer wants you to do, It's
gonna send a message to the TV set.
And the TV set is gonna send a
message to the microwave oven
poor s gonna pop open and you're

gonna be ashes, man!

SALE ENDS OCTOBER 9, 1990

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT
Mm
IT •• 365
3 6 5 DAYC
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mm« RMistMm
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STOCKTON

6623 PACIFIC AVENUE. LINCOLN VILLAGE

MUSIC VIDEOS • VIDEO SALES & RENTALS!

Indoor soccer- Due to the lack of
entries on the original deadline, the
deadline was extended to this Oct. 2.
The captains meeting is today at 5 p.m.
in WPC 135. Play begins on Monday.
Badminton- The one day tourna
ment takes place this Friday at 3 p.m. in
the main gym.
Volleyball- Entries close on Tues
day, October 16. Leagues for four man
and co-recreational six's are still
available.
Deadlines for entries - Every
deadline this year has been extended to
accommodate more teams. This has
been courtesy of the intramural staff to
insure everyone the opportunity to
participate. There will be no more
deadline extensions....

Troy KopP>
Soph°f*.heUOPfc***
jKacsc°hooirccord;,,

fund's ga"16

UOP wide receiver Daryl Hobbs runs down the sideline away from UNLV's Rumone Hilton.
both sides of the ball," said UOP Head
Coach, Walt Harris.
Pacific scored first after the UNLV's
openingdrivewascutshortbyaRichard
Harris fumble recovery on the Tiger's
7-yard line. UOP had a 14 play, 93
yard drive in its opening scries which
ended by a 9-yard touchdown pass
from Kopp to Melvin Johnson with
6:04 left in the first quarter.
UNLV quickly responded with two
touchdowns of its own. With 4:13 left
Ik AJ,
,

in the first quarter, Eastman scored on
a 6-yard run which tied the game at
seven. Soon into the second quarter,
Eastman onceagain found his way into
theendzoneandput thcRunningRebels
up by a score of 14-7.
Three minutes later, Pacific pulled
within one (14-13) on a 16-yard pass
from Kopp to Aaron Turner. Pacific
took the lead just before halftime, (1914) scoring on Steve Mehl's 6-yard
plunge.
piunge.

Bv Rick
C.arrnran
By
Rick Carrigan
Staff Writer

nno
rrrvol The
ThATInnro
one goal.
Tigers defeated Simpson
College 6-1 with goals coming from
halfback Mike Chapman, fullback
Steve Coppedge and forward Jon
McKean.
This P
past
McKean-Tbis
351 Saturday
Saturday the
the team
team

againSt,

teUOPs
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The Tigers opened the second half
'by running
•
- down
68-yards
the field in

Its With 61. Although I

1:38 and scoring on a Darryl Hobbs' 5yard touchdown run. UNLV came
L,14-yardsshort<>fU^«"'
back and scored twice in the third quar
L word scl by quiirlC'l'.ter on a 10-yard run by Eastman and a
22-yard touchdown run by Cooper to Bpmerin 1984.
regain the lead 26-25. UOP scored for f Head Coach Walt Harm
the final time on a 32-yard field goal by Lought he played well, but
to play extremely wcl
freshman, Jason Schouten with 10:49
week."
Harris believes that K
left to play in the game.
See FOOTBALL, page 10
talented quarterback and th
iuld be excited about his
jhments because he is oh
i i i •
.
apable of performing wcl
slowly bringsoccer back to the campus
teek, "He understands die j
in a step by step process. It offers the
;football and he is our lcade
ideal environment for soccer because
of its size, the strong base of players at, _'toach Harris.
Already,
a sophomore,
Already'as
3X3
Sl),1,K>nuM'
the University and the community
committment behind the team."
9th on Pacific sull-timcco
A~
IV. .
According to Lynn, the team lacks j listwith 190and lOtli in ;itt i
consistency and depth. There is a core 138.

j

Men s Club Soccer begins season

Without the backing of an
intercollegiate
title,, the UOP men'sj
0
club soccer team shows it can compete
at a
a collegiate
collegiate level.
level.
at
"TV •
, for
^ a club
. . team to com"Itishard
pete with intercollegiate teams because
dedication.
of the lack of funding and dedication,
but the team seems to be able to over
come those obstacles," said Dick Vargo,
the team faculty representative.
The soccer team plays a 16 game
season against various NCAA division
II and III teams.
After four games, the team has
compiled a 2-2 record. The season be
gan with a loss against Sonoma State, a
division II team.The Tigers rebounded
from the loss with two wins against
Modesto Junior College (MJC) and
Simpson College.
Against MJC, the Tigers were vic
torious, winning 4-2. Matt Vargo was
credited with a hat trick (three goals)
while Jean-Francois Delamare scored

traveled
to Redding,
lost
,
- Ca where they
^ —
toShnRfa
^.1 TKA
t0 Shasta r'nllfMTC
Coilcgc 3-1.
The fAOm'p
team's only
g0al was scorcd on a frce

kick by

"PPcdge.

"The teams we
play usually have
more skill than us,
but we have more
heart, and that is
why we win."
-Dan O'Donnell
UOP Fullback
The team is led by Head Coach
Harrell Lynn who volunteers his free
time to assist with the organization of
the club team.. Lynn said, "The club
team gives UOP the opportunity to

of strong players with skill and experi- I
ence on the field. It lacks depth off the
bench, but benefits from a strong
starting line up with key players
dominating the middle of the field and ,
the goal.
Fullback, Dan O'Donnell spoke for
much of the team when he said, "The/
teams we play usually have more skill
than us, but we have more heart, and
that is why we win." This attitude is
further displayed by the team goal: "Toi
win more than half the games and to?
begin to let the University, community:
and other California colleges be aware]
that soccer is back and building at:
UOP," said Lynn.

President Atchley takes a stand on
college athletics

'

University of the Pacific President
Presidem
Umversity
Bill Atchley told a nationwide radio
sports talk show audience that problems
in college athletics are "out of control"
and can only be solved by a "complete
revampment" of the NCAA and a
get-tough" attitude by college presidents and others.

criticizedcollegi
Atchley criticizedcollegepresidents
for teing
intimidated by athletic interests'"There ^ college presidents who
wanttogettheirathlcticprograms under
contro1- However, they are afraid to
stand UP and
counted, because as
soon 33 ^ do> alumni and trustees
want to get rid of them. They think

t tc ^tck|ey' nppcaring on Sports Byline

about theifl°wn

USA, said, "We have to clean up college athletics. To do this, we have to

job security more than
they do about ^ education of young
P^P'c."

ook at the NCAA, atcollege presidents,
and at university trustees. We are allowing athletic programs to grow bigger and bigger, despite the strain they
are putting on academic programs."

a^0 is critical of alumni and
that athletes are at a
univcrsity only to play football or baskeLba11 and who forget the fact that the
aLhlctes are students first.

b'c

boostcrs wbo feel

SEG4
^ %

.Atchley called on the NCAA to

MONTCLAIR LIQUOR*;
7555 Pacific Avenue
(Near Hanjmer Lane)

orm a policy-making board of college
presidents "who have the intestinal
fortitude to establish rules for college
athletics." Their policy would then be
implemented by the NCAA adminis
tration. NCAA policy,argued Atchley,
should not be set by athletic directors
and coaches because they have vested
interest in the decisions."

Atchley recently self-reported to
the NCAA violations by the UOP
basketball team which occurred prior
tohim becoming president'in 1987 He
believes that the NCAA should give
credit to those institutions that police
themselves.

them. All the people involved in the
situation are gone. We spent money to
jointly investigate the situation with i
the NCAA, something that's probably
never been done before. Now, if the

NCAA penalizes us the same way they

Atchley sees a change in the future !
for college athletics.'"By 1995 you will
see some drastic changes in the NCAA
and college athletics. Costs will be
contained and scholarships reduced
because of the concern with finances. It
won t change the TV situation or the
"The NCAA has to take a different
stand with programs that voluntarily competition, but it will spread the tal
1
report themselves. When college ent across a broader range of teams."
Atchley added that conference
presidents and others report what's
c
anges
could have a major impact on
going on in their programs and take the
the
future.
"The realignment of some ;
proper action, and still receive the same
conferences
that now is taking place
or stronger penalties than other uniappears
to
be
an effort to consolidate
versities not taking thesame measures
die
strongest
teams
in the nation into a
Uien the wrong message is being sent
few
conferences.
This
ultimately will
y the NCAA to college presidents and
result in greater control of television
the public in general.
revenue and other resources by fewer '
At UOP, we reported all of our
institutions,
and will be a detriment to 1
violations although the NCAA would
college athletics in general."
probably never have found out about

I
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ATHLETES OF THE WEEK N

UOP defeats defending
Tiger
Denfe* National champs
By Alfred Spear

Troy Kopp
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Melanie Beckenhauer

Sophomore Troy Kopp, starting
quarterback on theUOP football team,
set two school records in last
weekend's game against UNLV to
make him Pacifican's male athlete of
the week.
Kopp, who is from Mission Viejo,
set the UOP single-game record for
most completions with 37 and most
attempts with 61. Although UOP lost
to UNLV 37-28, Kopp threw for 415yards, including three TD's, but was
just 14-yards short of the school pass
ing record set by quarterback Paul
Berner in 1984.
Head Coach Walt Harris said, "I
thought he played well, but I expect
him to play extremely well every
week." Harris believes that Kopp is a
talented quarterback and thinks he
should be excited about his accom
plishments because he is obviously
capable of performing well every
week. "He understands the game of
football and he is our leader," said
coach Harris.
Already, as a sophomore, Kopp is
9th on Pacific's all-time completions
list withl90andl0thin attempts with
338.

Melanie Beckenhauer, junior
setter on the volleyball team, from
Los Altos, Calif., was selected as the
female athlete of the week for her
accomplishments in thevictories over
Stanford, UC Irvine and Long Beach
State.
Beckenhauer had seven kills and
one error in the Stanford match last
week and ranks first on the team in
overall hitting percentage (.444). She
has a total of 70 kills and 10 errors for
the season.
According to Asst. Coach Jayne
McHugh,"Melanie has become more
a part of the offense because her tip
ping is more deceptive and effective.'
In addition to her offensive capa
bilities, Melanie is a leader on the
court. "As a setter, leadership is part
of the position, similar to that of the
quarterback," said McHugh.
Beckenhauer wasalso named the
CEC/Defensive Player of the Match
for the Long Beach State game.
Beckenhauer is a psychology
major and is engaged to be marricc
this summer to former UOP baseball
player, D.J. Heller.

Water Polo plays
top ranked teams

Basketball- The Tigers return
with threetop scorers from lastyear's
team- Dell Demps, Don Lyttle and
Anthony Woods and are poised to
make a run at the top division of the
Big WestConfercnce,.something that
has eluded Pacific since 1985-86 the same year they had their last
winning season before 1989-90.
Cross Country- The women's
cross country team had two mem
bers placein theTop 30 at the Fresno
Pacific Invitational this past Satur
day. Senior Serene Hill finished the
five kilometer race in 21:44 placing
17th. FreshmanJennyGrceneplaccd
28lh with a time of 22:56.
'There was alarge field of quality
runners with just under 100 partici
pants from a wide range of NAIA
schools," said Head Coach, Sam
Tilton. The next meet, UOP Invita
tional, is this Saturday beginning at
9:30 a.m. from Brookside Field.
Field Hockey- The Lady Tigers
lost to the University of New
Hampshire 3-0 this past Saturday.
They beat Dartmouth 3-1and lost to
Boston University 5-0. Freshman
Venus Moll scored her first colle
giate goal against Dartmouth.
Football- Junior wide receiver
Jason Edwards tied a school record
by catching 14 passes for 117 yards
and giving him 86 for his career.
This placed him 5th on the school's
all-time list
Against UNLV,
sophomore Aaron Turner caught 7
passes for 140 yards and made one
touchdown. Troy Kopp needs just
one touchdown pass to enter the top
ten in the completion category and
needs just 101 passing yars to join
the attempt category....Teammatcs
Kevin Tucker, Jim Sterner, and OscarMeza camefromStJohnBosco
High School in Long Beach Cali
fornia.

Senior Cathy Scotlan bumps the ball as teammate Devin Scruggs looks on.
By Devin Scruggs

Assistant Sports Editor
By Lynelle Johnson

Staff Writer
UOP volleyball soared last week to
a 12-1 record by defeating long time
rival Stanford in four games as well as
Big West Conference teams UC Irvine
and defending National Champion
Long Beach State.
According to players on the team,
beating Stanford is always a big win,
butthe victory Sunday over Long Beach
State was especially gratifying for the
team since only last season they kept
the Tigers from reaching the finql four
for the third straight year. This year,
however, it was UOP who came out on
top sweeping the49ers 15-5,15-1$,1511.
With an excellent start to the season
and these conference wins behind them,

the outlook appears bright for Tiger
volleyball, according to head coach
John Dunning. He credited the success
to several factors and said, "UOP has
an excellent staff this season and all of
the women play exceptionally well as a
team."

"The women play
exceptionally well
as a team."
-John Dunning
Head Coach
Although it is a team sport and one
person cannot wjn a game alone, it is
hard not to recognize players like
Cathey Scotlan, who has been out
standing for the Tigers, and was last
week named athlete of the week for the
Big West Conference as well as the
Pacifican. Outside hitter KrissyFifer is

healthy and was named CEC/Defen
sive Player of the UC Irvine match.
Fifer and Scotlan are both currently
ranked number two and three, respec
tively, on the all-lime hitting percent
age list, and on the all-time kills per
match list.
Dunning said, "Other outstanding
performances have come from setter,
Melanie Beckenhauer and outside hit
ter, Katy Eldridge. Vikki Simonis has
been extremely effective coming off
the bench for Krissy Fifer."
The Lady Tigers are already on the
road again and face New Mexico State
tonight and Cal State Fullerton on
Friday. On Sunday afternoon the team
will face the 10th ranked Gauchos of
UC Santa Barbara. Santa Barbara is
tied for first place in the Big West
Conference with a 3-0 record and an
overall record of 15-1.

Golf- Freshmen Eddie Davis and
Brian Wear are both from the Green
Valley Country Club.... "Wear has
superb concentration and is consis
tent in practices," said Head Coach,
Glen Albaugh.

Lived by the team goal:

turn half the games
: University, communii

llifomia colleges beawat
back and building

Swimming- The women's swim
team will attempt to improve their
5th place finish in the Big West
Conference. Under, head coach,
Jim Taketa, the Lady Tigers were 8

1 on

25% off ALL Jackets in Stock

2....
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Captain Craig Ackley prepares to pass.
By Mike Tar
thepreviousday.TheTigersbeatBrown
10-5
with three goals each coming
Guest Writer
from Todd Hinders and Chris Appleton
but lost to Berkeley 14-4.
By D.J. Heller
"Cal is a tough team to play. They
Guest Writer
are ranked number one and they showed
Kelly Porter led the 8th ranked it," said, junior polo player,John Terra.
The Tigers lost their Big West
University of the Pacific water polo
team this weekend in the Nor Cal Conference opener last Thursday
tournament by scoring nine goals in against the 4th ranked UC Santa Bar
four games. The Tigers 2-2 in the bara Gauchos by a score of 7-5. Doug
tournament improved their overall Sutherland and Mike Dohren provided
record to 9-6 and 0-1 in Big West the offense, scoring threeandtwogoals
a piece.
Conference play.
Terra said,"We played good defense
The Tigers faced4thrankedUSC in
throughout,
but our offense was lack
their opening game on Saturday, and
ing.
We
could
not create scoring situ
the Trojans proved to be too much
ations."
winning 10-7. The team quickly re
The water polo team travels to USC
bounded from the loss and defeated
this
Thursday to try toavenge its previ
15th rankedUCSan Diego 10-2. Porter
ous
loss. The Tigers play at Long
scored four goals and sophomore goalie
Beach
S tate on Friday and return home
Tom Cheli had nine saves.
to
face
the defending National ChamUOP played 12th ranked Brown
and top ranked California Berkeley on

pionUC IrvineAnteaters on Sunday at

Sunday and the results were similar to

1L

Returning members include: se
niors Lisa McKay, Nicole Simoni
and captain Lynette Mclndoo; jun
iors Lori Sanchez, Gina Anderson
and Shelly Phillips; sophomores
Susan Overgaard, Deborah Hess,
Mary Ellis and Ingrid Rapatz. The
incoming freshmen are Melissa
Pugh, Michelle Masluk, Jennifer
Shaw and Catherine Ruffolo....
Mclndoo had shoulder surgery this
summer and may be out for the year.
Volleyball- Heather Schoeny and
Vikki Simonis are not only team
mates at Pacific, but they both par
ticipated in the National Sports
Festival this past summer....Krissy
Fifer and Melanie Beckenhauer
played together during high school
at Los Altos High where they led
their team to four Division I state
semifinal appearances.... Sopho
more Carol Conti and freshman
Robyn Schmittbolh graduated from
Linden High School.

Crew gets an early start
—

By Alfred Spear
News Editor

.»«;;>•

Lady Tigers #2 in Nation

By Joel Russakov
Staff Writer
UOP students are quietly sleeping
when the men's crew team is out on the
water. Itis5a.m.andthesunhasnotyet
risen above the horizon.as the team
practices for its upcoming regatta
against Sacramento State on Oct. 27.

TUOP
T/~YD
^nterina
crewic
isentering

it?
ninth v<*ar
effort will pay off when the team comes
its ninth
year effortwillnavoffw
as a club sport. The program is com together and the victories start hap
pletely supported by fundraisers and pening."
The men's team is led by veteran
private donations.
rowers
Richard Hallock, Matt
"It's hard to compete against big
Gallagher,
Randy Lagomarsino and
schools such as Berkeley because the
Aaron
Hastings,
school gives them money for crew,"
James Miller, the second-year
said coach, Patricia Ulcano. "We need
women's
coach, led his team to the
new boatsand other modem facilities."
state
championships
last year and is
According to varsity rower Trie
very
optimistic
about
the upcoming
Broili, the team's objective is to win
See
CREW,
page
10
but have fun working hard too." Our
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Sale ends Saturday, October 20th
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FANTASIA
(Continued from page 7)
highbrow content and the enormous
cost of installing special "Fantasound"
equipment. The latter included up to95
additional speakers in some situations,
which ran anywhere from $30,000 to
$85,000.
In the end, Disney had to rent or
four-wall" most of the 14 theaters in
which "Fantasia" played during its
initial 1940-41roadshow engagements.
Twelve of those theaters were legiti
mate stage houses which required the
installation of a projection booth and
equipment. Only in New York and Los
Angeles did the film initially play in
actual movie theaters.
Fantasia" officially premiered on
November 13, 1940 at the Broadway
Theater in New York City — the same
theater, under its former name of the
Colony, where Mickey Mouse made
his debut in"S teamboat Willie" twelve
years earlier. Nearly twoand a half tons
of Fantasound equipment wereinstalled
and the projection booth was enlarged
to nearly four times its size to accom
modate the film's special requirements.
Getting the film ready for New York
prcmcre produced more anxious mo
ments. The closing scene and the entire
last reel of soundtrack arrived just four
hours before showtime.
"Motion picture history was made
last night," proclaimed Bosley
Crowther in "The New York Times".
He praised "Fantasia" as a film that
dumps conventional formulas over
board and reveals the scope of films for
imaginativeexcursions... 'Fantasia'...is
simply terrific."

version" of "Fantasia" was released.
In 1955,"Fantasia's"aging original
soundtrack, which had been recorded
on optical nitrate film, was transferred
onto four-track magnetic stereo film
approximating theoriginal Fantasound
mix. The film's popularity grew with
that re-release, but it wasn't until its
1969 reissue that it became profitable
for the first time. Embraced by young
audiences of the psychedelic genera
tion, "Fantasia" finally gained wide
acceptance.
In 1982, "Fantasia" once again
proved to be on the cutting edge of
sound technology as it became the first
film soundtrack tobe recorded in digital
Dolby stereo.Academy Award-winner
Irwin Kostal and an orchestra comprised
of Hollywood's leading musicians, re
recorded the original score in an effort
to give new clarity and dimension to
the musical performance.
Today, fifty yearsafteritsinitialrclcase,
audiences will be able to see and hear
"Fantasia" as it was originally intended.
New technology has made it possible to
once again use Stokowski's own record
ings and to bring the sound quality up to
today's standards of excellence. The re
stored picture content is clearer, sharper
and more vibrant than even the original.
To paraphrase Walt Disney himself, it
may be possible to improve or elaborate
upon the original, but they can never
another "Fantasia."

FOOTBALL

Professional quality
documents from your
final drafts

were beingreacfivetoMills,"Beckwith

noted. "We were really listening to
what our students and alumnae were
saying (last spring)."
Many said they did not want men
on campus.

Last Minute Papers?

People are still really against it
fgoing coed]," Raufman reported. "I
hope that [Chatham] always remains a
women s college. If there's one student
like me [who likes an all-women's
college] or one million, I think they
should keep it all women."
Still, Raufman doesn't foresee a
wild, Mills-type protest if the trustees
ultimately decided to admit men.
We d never be able to do anything
like that," she said.

Next day service
available

Discounts to Students

(Continued from page 9)

This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-800 932-0528 Ext. 50

Travel
Study Abroad in Australia. Infor
mation on semester, summer, J-term,
Graduate, and Internship programs.
All run for under $6000.
Call Curtin University at
1-800-878-3696

Help Wanted

944-0736

Need Mother's helper/babysitter for
two beautiful children. Pleasecall E vie
472-0711

Walraven

The Pacifican is looking for staff! fly ^r''
photographers. Applications are['[«®V^l___
availableattheoflices,3rdfloorHand j i^-^^asedenrollment
Hall.

Place your classified
advertisement here!
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vucm osn, out it's just not possible.
They re too fundamentally different
to begin with. This may sound
a little strange, but comparing
a Macintosh to other com
puters is like comparing apples to
oranges.You can squash the orange
into shape and paint it to look like an apple
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but underneath the makeup, it's still
an orange.
"It's funny—I work at the Vanderbiit
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The Tiger's lead was short lived
The Running Rebels went on to score
11 points to obtain its first conference
wm (1-2) and improve itsoverall record

CREW

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!

AB Wordprocessing

(Continued from page 8)

This game was more indicativeof
how this team is capable of playing
especially on the offensive side of the
ball. We executed must of the time, but
to win you have to execute all of the
time," said Harris.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

^"— h

We help students
prepare resumes!!

Raufman explained that many stu
dents at Chatham are older women
who are returning to college.
A40-year-old woman isn't going to
shave her head,"she quipped, referring to
one of the tactics used by Mills students.

|
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JUST
ONE

Commit
why stuc

(Continued from page 3)

May, the Division of Public Health
declared a medical emergency that
threatened to postpone June com
mencement ceremonies.
Colorado State was forced to reor
ganize its commencement exercises
holding several small ceremonies in
stead of one large one.

I never got the feeling that people

1000

$

• Tim Moses
Computer Science
Vanderbiit University

MEASLES

AttheUniversityofGeorgia, where

She said the uproar at mills didn't
influence Chatham.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

ge

In 1942, Fantasound wasabandoned
and the film was slashed from its origi
nal 124-minute running time down to
81-minutes and relegated to a double
bill with RKO's "Valley of the Sun "
Fours years later, a 2-hour "popular
(See next column)

44 people came down with measles in

REPORTS
RESUMES
TERM PAPERS

The coed issue is secondary,"
Beckwith said. "Like most liberal arts
colleges, we are looking at our goals
and mission."

NeXT, Inc. is seeking a highly
motivated graduate or undergraduate 1
student to work part-time assisting in 11
technical salse and support of the;]
NeXT computeron theUCBcampus.
The following attributes would be
desireable; Strong interpersonal
communications skills, problem
solving abilities and family with PC
and/or workstation environments.']
Send resumes to Mr. Richard Miller,),
NeXT, Inc. 210 Saginaw Dr., Red
wood City, CA 94063, Fax (415)
780-2900,
e-mail
Richard_Miller@ next.com

yrca

itselaborateroadshowpresentationand

mune to the disease.
Hundreds of colleges now require
students to show proof of immuniza
tion to measles before beingallowed to
register for classes, March and April
prompted quarantines, and forced
schools to rearrange or postpone ac
tivities.

CLASSIFIEDS

(Continued from page 3)
saving the school.

f Two of the department:

"Look Magazine" called it "a
masterpiece" and stated that "Disney
revolutionized movies again."
For the most part, reaction from the
fi lm, art and dance critics was extremely
favorableandeven thosewhoexpressed
reservations found much to admire
about Disney's experiment. Many
musiccritics were notso kind,however,
and complained about Stokowski's
edited versions and Disney's visual
interpretations.
The public reaction was over
whelmingly positive and in New York,
Fantasia" broke house records by run
ning for a year. But ultimately, the film
failed to turn aprofitin itsinitial release
because of theexpenses associated with
the loss of foreign revenues due to the
war in Europe.
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aimputer store and IVe seen lots of people
swi ch from other computers to Macintosh,
but ive never seen anybody with a
Macintosh switch to another computer"

NIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE
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LowerTa'0" Univers"y B°okstore
Lower Level. McCaffrey Center
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season. The team has four returning

rowers: senior Nia Johnson; juniors
Nicole Gouguet, Janeanne Ford and
sophomore Pam Robinson. There are
25 new women rowerscompctiting for
eight seats in the "A" boat

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.
WOAPPL Computer. Inc. Apple.
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